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Abstract
Robotic systems are being developed by the Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center at Sandia National
Laboratories to perform automated handling tasks with radioactive weapon parts. These systems will
reduce the occupational radiation exposure to workers by automating operations that are currently
performed manually. The robotic systems at Sandia incorporate several levels of mechanical, electrical,
and software safety for handling hazardous materials. For example, tooling used by the robot to handle
radioactive parts has been designed with mechanical features that allow the robot to release its payload
only at designated locations in the robotic workspace. In addition, software processes check for
expected and unexpected situations throughout the operations. Incorporation of features such as these
provides multiple levels of safety for handling hazardous or valuable payloads with automated
intelligent systems.

Introduction
The Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center at Sandia National Laboratories develops prototype robotic
systems to automate handling of radioactive weapon parts and other hazardous materials. These systems
reduce the occupational radiation exposure to workers by replacing operations that are currently
performed manually. An important aspect of these systems is the multi-tiered approach of incorporating
independent, and sometimes overlapping, mechanical, electrical, and software safety schemes. In this
paper, we describe the safety approaches used in the design and development of a robotic system for
packing, unpacking, and handling of nuclear weapon materials. The primary robotic safety issues are
related to the need to handle the materials safely by preventing dropping of payloads or uncontrolled
robot motions during handling. Safety is implemented through system design, mechanical design, and
integration of safe practices into control software. Sensors are integrated into the system to provide
added information to the control system about the state of the workplace environment. The fundamental
approach is to provide additional information to the software control system in order to make intelligent
decisions for safely handling these hazardous materials, but ultimately, to provide mechanical and
electrical means to ensure safe operation without reliance on software. The safety systems described
here are in addition to those typically employed in robotic systems for personnel safety, as described in
Ref. 1. These safety practices can be conveniently discussed under the topics of robot, tool, station,
system, and software safety.

Robot Safety
The commercial robot with robot controller and the end-of-arm hardware attached to the last joint of the
robot comprises a safety system that operates regardless of the tool with which the robot is working.
Safety features for motor overcurrent protection, and following or destination error detection, are built
into the robot controller by the manufacturer. Internal detection of these conditions typically causes the
robot system to shut itself down by removing power to the robot linkage motors. When power is
removed, the robot linkages are held in place by a series of brakes on each joint. A motor overcurrent
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condition occurs if' the motion of a payload generates a force or moment on a particular.joint resulting in
an excessive motor current draw. A following error occurs if, during the robot's motion, the actual robot
location as determined by the robot joint encoders is not within a tolerance band ot" the location
commanded by the controller. A destination error occurs if the robot fails to reach the final calcuiated
position.

The robot's range of motion can be limited in several ways. First, the robot motion (position, velocity,
and acceleration) is continuously controlled by the user-defined program currently in operation.. Next,
limits can be set in the robot controller software, independent from the user-defined application
software, that restrict the range of motion of the robot, or the speed and acceleration of operations.
Additionally, electrical switche_ are used to stop the robot motion if software limits are exceeded.
Finally, mechanical hard-stops are used to physically limit the range of motion.

Commercially available hardware devices are attached to the robot's end-of-arm to enhance safety and .-
ease automated operations. A typical end-of-arm tooling configuration is shown in Figure 1. A force-
torque sensor is attached directly to the robot arm, followed by a safety clutch and a tooling interface
mechanism. From the control _ystem's standpoint, the force-torque sensor operates as a serial input
device that transmits real-time force and torque values. Thus, a computer system and software are
required to detect and interpret the sensor readings. Because its operation relies on a functioning
computer and software, the force-torque sensor is not used as the primary means of safety, but rather as
one facet of the overall safety approach.

In these systems, the force-torque sensor is used in several ways to enhance safe operation of the system.
First, the force-torque sensor is used to verify expected forces and moments when a payload is picked up
but before the robot moves away from the pickup location. Second, the force-torque readings can be
used to control the robot directly and modify its motion in real-time [2]. Two cases are used. In the
reaction mode, software monitors the sensor readings to stop a controlled robot motion when a specific
set of force-torque values is achieved. In the compliance mode, software is used to control the robot
motion in response to the sensor readings. This mode is frequently used for positioning a payload into a
specific location by "feeling" the forces encountered during the placement. Finally, an additional,
independent computer system is used to monitor the force-torque sensor and to trigger the robot's
emergency stop (E-stop) circuit if force-torque limits have been exceeded during robot motion in the
workspace. Thus, if the robot control system failed, essential force-torque sensing can still stop the
robot's motion through the primary E-stop circuitry.

Following the force-torque sensor, a safety clutch is attached to the end-of-arm. The safety clutch is
designed to prevent or minimize tooling and payload damage if an unexpected collision occurs. The
safety clutch itself is comprised of both detection and protection elements. A detection circuit uses a
series of three proximity switches that detect relative movement between two spring and pneumatically
back-loaded plates. When the relative readings between proximity switches reach a preset point, the
circuit triggers the robot E-stop circuit. The protection element consists of a guide shaft and ball detents
that allow the tooling and payload to bend and rotate away from the collision, thus absorbing some of
the impact energy.

The tooling interface consists of a tool plate for picking up and releasing tools with mating plates, and
mechanisms for passage of electrical and pneumatic circuits through the interface. The tool interface is
mounted on the safety clutch and is the last in the series of hardware permanently mounted onto the end
of the robot arm. The robot tool plate latches with a mating tool plate placed on the robot's tools. (For
handling and carrying payloads, these tools grip the payload, and are often referred to as grippers.) The
tool latching mechanism is air activated. Safety is enhanced in several ways by control of this air
pressure. First, the system is designed to ensure that air pressure remains present at the toolplate when a
load is carried. Second, the default valve position will maintain the airline pressure. Third, the
mechanism fails safe if air pressure bleeds down through the valve seals over time or if there is a leak in
the plumbing. Thus, the tool is held in a fail-safe position on loss of air pressure. Finally, the system is
designed with an interlock that prevents activation of the tool release air system unless every tool is in its
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proper tool storage location in the workcell. This prevents an inadvertent air system activation from
causing a release of a tool. In other system designs, a design was used that mechanically locked the
mating tool plates together; release is accomplished by activating switches or mechanical lock releases at
particular locations in the workcell [3].

An additional safety system on the robot consists of a three-axis accelerometer that provides an
independent, redundant measurement that correlates to the loads measured by the force-torque sensor.
The accelerometer sensor threshold is set slightly higher than the accelerations that occur in normal
operations. The E-stop circuit is invoked if an unexpected motion causes the robot to accelerate more
rapidly than normal.

Tool Safety
The robot tools are designed to provide safety in a number of ways. First, sensors at the tool storage
locations ensure that automated system operation can only begin if all the tools are at their respective
home locations. Second, each tool has a unique mechanical feature that prevents misplacement into an
incorrect storage location. Additionally, each tool has a unique electrical identification code that is
interrogated by software when the tool is initially picked up. Together, these features ensure that the
robot always picks up the correct tool.

An important safety concern is to prevent a spurious or inadvertent electrical signal from opening a
gripper and releasing the payload at the wrong locations. Safety is provided by electrical and
mechanical means. The air valve responsible for activating the gripper is a three-position, center-
blocked spool valve. To translate the spool to the opposite position and switch the valve, the active
solenoid must be deactivated before a second solenoid can make the spool shift. Thus, a single spurious
signal to the second solenoid would not move the spool unless the first solenoid was deactivated. The
loss of a signal to the first solenoid without a signal to the second will place the spool in the center
blocked position, which would maintain air pressure at the gripper. Thus, the payload is held in the case
of a loss of air pressure or electrical power.

However, the correct sequence of two spurious electrical signals would cause the gripper to open. Also,
the sequence could be generated by an inadvertent computer command to open the gripper, caused by a
software error or computer malfunction. To avoid these safety-related failures, every gripper that
handles radioactive or valuable payloads is equipped with a mechanical latch mechanism that prevents
the gripper from opening except at particular locations where the part should be released. These
locations in the workcell have a mating mechanism that releases the mechanical safety latch; the release
is activated either by a software command or as a result of the mechanical positioning of the gripper at
the location. These safety latch mechanisms also protect grippers from opening and dropping payloads
if a pressure loss occurs in the gripper. Examples of safety latch mechanisms are shown in the two
grippers in Figures 1 and 2.

Another design feature that adds safety to gripper operations is switches in the grippers to determine the
position (open/close) of the gripper. This allows verification that loads can be picked up or placed down.
For some grippers, a binary on/off detection is sufficient. For grippers that handle various sizes of parts,
a linear transducer is used to measure the open dimension of the gripper.

Finally, grippers that handle radioactive payloads are designed with a safety factor of five. The grippers
have been designed to lift loads safely that are up to five times heavier than the heaviest expected
payload. The additional strength assures that while picking up the payloads, the gripper will not fail by
mechanical yield or bending. A safety factor of five is warranted for these grippers because payloads are
expensive and not easily replaceable.
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Station Safety
Specific station safety applications are quite diverse because of the variety of functions occurring at
different stations. Generally, a station is a location in the workcell where the robot delivers or retrieves a
payload. The safety theme is based around protecting payloads by avoiding collisions, performing
operations in a precise, controlled manner, and preventing payloads from becoming damaged as a result
of a seismic event. Before payloads are brought into or removed from stations, or mechanical operations
are performed on an assembly, the location of relevant station and system hardware is checked to ensure
that the next set of motions will be collision free. This may be accomplished by reading the status of a
switch, interrogating another computer system for hardware status, asking for operator confirmation to
proceed, or using a robot-mounted camera for video inspection or machine vision analysis. Vision
analysis applications use multiple algorithms as internal checks to verify critical decision-making
information. Once it is determined that the operation can be performed without a collision, the robot-
mounted camera may be used to position the robot end effector properly, and the force-torque sensor is
used to ensure the specific operation is accomplished in a controlled manner. Protection against seismic
events is accomplished by using shields to prevent payloads from rolling or falling. Shields can consist
of a permanent or retractable fence around a station or location, or the robot gripper acting as a
temporary shield until the next action occurs.

System Safety
In addition to the many hardware and software safety checks described in the previous sections,
administrative procedures and requirements for running the system provide an extra level of safety to the
automated systems. For example, all operators of the system must be trained before using the system.
As part of the requirements for working on radioactive parts, two authorized operators must be logged in
to the computer control system before operations can occur. Different operator capability levels are
recognized by the system for different types of operations. Logins are accomplished through the use of
badge scanners and passwords. Operators are involved in the system operation through providing
control instructions and by confirming critical operations. This provides szfety by maintaining human
control over the system while allowing the system's sensors and control features to provide the
appropriate level of detailed computer control. The primary system operations occur from a shielded
control room to minimize personnel radiation exposure. When manual operations are necessary, they
are performed from this control room through ports fitted with protective gloves.

Several design and implementation features prevent unsafe situations with the radioactive payload.
Specifically, the amount of time that the payload is near the gloveport is minimized. Stations where the
payload is processed are located no closer than twelve feet to the gloveport. To prevent criticality
issues, stations have been positioned in the workcell such that unshielded radioactive payloads will
never be closer to each other than three feet.

Several types of sensors and actuators are employed to E-stop the robot in the event of unsafe
conditions. Operators have access to manual E-stop buttons in tile control room and the workcell. Light
beams are used as personnel protection devices around the robot. During robot motion, the system can
automatically E-stop the robot through detection of inapprop, iate forces, torques, end-of-arm
accelerations, or excursions beyond the robot's preset range of motion. Workcell door interlocks and
facility alarms will also be used to stop robot motions. Finally, a loss of system air pressure will stop
robot motion.

Software Safety
The final area of safety built into automated systems for handling radioactive parts is through the system
software. The system software is developed using a software quality process that includes a series of
software quality assurance reviews. The correct sequence of payload handling procedures and
operations is enforced through the software. An analysis is performed to assu,'e that correct software
pathways exist to handle and recover from errors. During system operation, the software checks
switches and monitors the force-torque sensor. If expected situations have not occurred in an operation,
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an error condition is detected, and appropriate error handling and recovery software is invoked. Finally,
software and system test plans are created and the systems are thoroughly tested with mock payloads
before radioactive parts are used.

Conclusions
Automated handling of radioactive weapon parts is a sensitive operation and requires much attention to
safe operation throughout the design, implementation, and operation of the system. Safety has been
considered in the design and implementation of the robot, tools, and workcell stations, as well as in the
system software. Finally, administrative procedures and requirements have been implemented to
provide system safety. Careful attention to all aspects of the system allows for safe automated
operations on radioactive parts.
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Figure 1. End-of-arm robot tooling configuration.
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Figure 2. Robot payload gripper with mechanical safety latch.
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